
Instruction Manual

FISHING RODFISHING RODFISHING ROD

When you cast it, blast it! The Rocket Fishing Rod is designed to easily and accurately 
cast its line up to 25 feet! The included Safety Bobber safeguards against snags by 
enclosing the hook until it hits the water.

Using the Safety Bobber

Place your bait on the hook. Test the placement of the hook 
by pulling the fishing line at 
the top of the bobber in the 
direction away from the bobber. 
When you pull on the line, the 
entire hook must go back inside 
the bobber. The bobber will 
close to conceal the hook.

Adjust the line stop, which 
is located on the fishing line 
threaded through the top of the 
bobber, to reach your desired 
fishing depth.

The Safety Bobber opens and 
releases the bait automatically 
upon hitting the water.

Recommended Hook Size ..................... 4
Recommended Weight Size .......... 1/16oz.
Recommended Line Strength ......6 – 8 lbs
Recommended Line Length .....Max 150 ft
Recommended line stop ....... 0.24” x 0.06”
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BAIT TEST/CLOSE ADJUST

Casting the Rocket Fishing Rod

Reel in the Safety Bobber until you can see it 
through the vents in the back of the barrel.

To launch the bobber, push and hold the safety button on the left side of the Rocket Fishing Rod 
while pulling the trigger.

Reel the bobber into the barrel of the rod by 
turning the crank clockwise.

Slide the handle all the way to the front of the 
barrel, as far as it will go, until you hear a click.

Pull the handle all the way to the back of the 
barrel until it locks into place.
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Reeling and Casting

For best results, hold the Rocket Fishing Rod at a 30º angle.  
For extra distance, push the rod forward as you pull the trigger.



Troubleshooting

Stringing a New Safety Bobber

The line is not reeling in.
The line requires some tension for the reel to work properly. Hold the 
fishing line with your left hand, applying some tension, while you turn 
the handle of the reel with your right hand. The reel will not work when 
the bobber is used on land; it requires water resistance.
The line is tangled inside the Rocket Fishing Rod.
Pull on the line from the barrel end of the Rocket Fishing Rod while 
sliding the handle up and down on the barrel of the rod. If the line is not 
freed, cut the line, pull out the excess line and restring the bobber. 

The line is tangled inside the reel. 
Ask an adult for help! Use pliers or a wrench to separate the two 
sections of the reel and untangle the line inside. Press the two sides  
of the reel back together before reinserting it into the reel housing. 
The bobber is only launching a few feet.
Make sure the fishing line is not tangled inside the Rocket Fishing Rod’s 
barrel. If the line is not tangled inside the barrel, make sure it is not 
tangled inside the reel. If the line is tangled, refer to troubleshooting 
tips above.

Attach the line stop by pulling the line through the wire loop and sliding the line stop onto the line. 
Push the fishing line through the hole on the top of the bobber. Make sure the line stop is positioned on the 
fishing line above the bobber. 

Open the sides of the bobber and 
pull the string down about six 
inches. Tie on a weight and hook. 
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Here are some general safety tips for fishing: 
- Never go fishing alone. Always fish with a group of at least three people and always stay in sight of each 

other. If one person is washed into the sea, another person can stay and assist while the third person 
gets help. 

- Wear a life jacket or buoyancy vest. Wear lightweight garments worn in layers. Bulky sweaters and 
jackets become extremely heavy and difficult to remove if you fall into the water. 

- Wear non-slip shoes and take care to avoid slipping or cutting yourself on sharp, rocky edges. 
- Look for secure footholds and stay away from sloping, slippery edges. 
- Obey all danger signs. 
 
Check the following before fishing: 
- Don’t use rods or poles within 30 yards of overhead power lines. Hitting a power line could be fatal. 
- Don’t stand too close to the people you’re fishing with.

Check the following before launching the bobber: 
- Check the barrel before loading the bobber to ensure the barrel is free of obstructions. 
- Check the condition of the hook and bobber before launch. 
- Make sure the safety button is not depressed before loading or preparing to launch. 
- Do not use the fishing rod if any components are broken. 
 
Fishing hook handling instruction: 
- Cover or remove fish hooks from fishing rods before transporting. Exposed hooks on rods should be corked 

or placed in a hook safety cover. 
- Instruct children on safe rod and hook procedures. 
- No hooks included. The hooks used with this rod have hazardous sharp points and may cause injury. The 

hooks should only be replaced by an adult. 

Fishing Safety
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Removing the Reel

If it becomes necessary to restring or untangle the fishing line on 
your reel, you can remove the reel from the housing by pushing the 
red button on the front of the housing and opening the hinged cover.  
The reel can then be lifted out of the housing.

Adjusting the Reel Drag

Adjust the drag wheel to get the proper settings for the type of fish 
you’ll be catching. Heavier fish need less drag and lighter fish need 
more drag.

Less Drag

Push Red
Button

Open Reel 
Cover

For fishing tips and instructions on how to attach a weight and hook to your rod please visit our website at www.rocketfishingrod.com


